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Abstract 

Incentives to recruit clients and tout one’s expertise are prevalent in advice markets. The current 

research examines how self-promotion incentives, or incentives to project one’s expertise and 

recruit clients, impact advisors’ overconfidence. Across four experiments and a field study of 

advice professionals, the current research finds that the presence of self-promotion incentives 

increases advisors’ overconfidence. Rather than triggering unintended overconfidence, however, 

the results suggest that self-promotion incentives elicit inauthentic overconfidence where 

advisors exaggerate their confidence when communicating in public but convey relatively 

tempered confidence in private. Because this pattern is driven by perceptions that audiences 

associate confidence with expertise, advisors are less likely to display inauthentic overconfidence 

in situations where confidence is nondiagnostic of expertise. Therefore, self-promotion 

incentives elicit inauthentic confidence when advisors attribute uncertainty to sources within 

their control (internal uncertainty), but not when they attribute uncertainty to factors beyond their 

control (external uncertainty). 

 Keywords: confidence, overconfidence, advice giving, self-promotion 
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Overconfident to Look like an Expert:  

How Self-Promotion Incentives Increase Advisor Overconfidence 

 People constantly seek unbiased expert advice, but it is well-documented that experts are 

often incentivized in ways that bias their judgment—sometimes with disastrous consequences. 

Physicians receive gifts from pharmaceutical companies that predispose them to overprescribing 

drugs (Dana & Loewenstein, 2003). Financial advisors’ incentives to sell products increases their 

propensity to recommend unsuitable investments (Anagol, Cole, & Sarkar, 2017). Even auditors’ 

incentives to keep clients happy has been linked to their reluctance to protect shareholders from 

clients’ misleading accounting practices (Moore, Tetlock, Tanlu, & Bazerman, 2006). 

By the very nature of their occupation, advisors of all types are routinely incentivized to 

elicit the perception that they possess expertise and provide sound advice. For example, one 

recent survey found that a majority of financial advice firms link their advisors’ compensation to 

their ability to recruit clients (Financial Planning Association & Financial Advisor IQ, 2015). Is 

it possible that the prevalence of these incentives compromises the judgment of advisors? 

 In the current research, I examine whether self-promotion incentives, or incentives to 

recruit clients and elicit the perception that one possesses expertise, impact advisors’ 

overconfidence. Self-promotion represents an attempt to project competence (Jones & Pittman, 

1982; Godfrey, Jones, & Lord, 1986). Because advice seekers evaluate advisors’ suitability 

according to their perceived domain expertise (Goldsmith & Fitch, 1997; Jungermann & Fischer, 

2005), incentivizing experts to recruit clients is a prevalent type of self-promotion incentive.   

Overconfidence runs rampant in markets for expert advice. One potential explanation for 

the prevalence of overconfident advice is that markets for expert advice provide advisors with 

perverse incentives to recruit clients and create demand for their services (Radzevick & Moore, 
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2011; Tetlock, 2005). Conveying confidence brings myriad rewards. Confident people appear 

more competent (Anderson, Brion, Moore, & Kennedy, 2012), credible (Sah, Moore, & 

MacCoun, 2013), and knowledgeable (Price & Stone, 2004; Sniezek & Buckley, 1995; Sniezek 

& Van Swol, 2001). Naturally, this leads advice consumers to prefer confident advisors (Price & 

Stone, 2004; Radzevick & Moore, 2011). One might therefore reasonably presume that advisors 

would exploit these benefits and express overconfidence in response to self-promotion incentives 

like those associated with recruiting clients.  

Although scholars have noted the potential for people to exploit the benefits of 

overconfidence to their advantage (Meikle, Tenney, Moore, 2016; Moore, Tenney, & Haran, 

2015; Van Zant & Moore, 2013), researchers have yet to directly tackle the question of whether, 

and how, advisors might use overconfidence to benefit from self-promotion incentives. One 

theoretical perspective suggests that, because confidence allows people to attain status (Anderson 

et al., 2012), self-promotion incentives might elicit unintentional overconfidence that advisors 

unwittingly project onto their audience. Yet another possibility, which I introduce in this paper, 

is that self-promotion incentives cause advisors to deliberately convey overconfidence. By 

differentiating between advisors’ public communications and private beliefs, the current research 

attempts to shed light on precisely how incentives prevalent in advice markets might impact 

advisors’ judgment. 

Across five studies, I test the hypothesis that self-promotion incentives increase advisors’ 

overconfidence above its customary levels and identify contexts in which this is likely to occur. 

Further, I directly test two different theoretical accounts that attempt offer some explanations for 

the prevalence of overconfident advice. 
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The current research makes several important theoretical and empirical contributions to 

the literatures on overconfidence and advice-giving. First, by differentiating between advisors’ 

publicly communicated confidence and private beliefs, it sheds light on the extent to which 

overconfident advice reflects unintentional versus deliberately deceptive beliefs. Second, it 

demonstrates that causal attributions of uncertainty play an important role in shaping advisors’ 

public communications. Finally, and more generally, it demonstrates that audience 

considerations play a role in driving overconfidence and the communication of uncertainty. 

Defining Advisor Overconfidence 

 Overconfidence has been defined three ways: (1) overestimating one’s absolute 

performance, or overestimation, (2) overestimating one’s performance relative to others, or 

overplacement, and (3) excessive certainty in the accuracy of one’s judgment, or overprecision 

(Moore & Healy, 2008). The current research focuses on the latter form of overconfidence for 

two reasons. First, and most importantly, overprecision is the form of overconfidence most 

directly tied to advice-seekers’ primary goal of reducing uncertainty and enhancing their 

judgmental accuracy (Harvey & Fischer, 1997; Yaniv, 2004a, 2004b). As such, the literature on 

advice confidence has primarily studied how advice seekers’ judgment is influenced by signals 

of advisors’ accuracy like the margin of error surrounding an advisor’s judgment or the 

probability that the advisor’s recommendation is accurate (Bonaccio & Dalal, 2006). 

 A second reason for the focus on overprecision is that it is the most robust form of 

overconfidence. Whereas overestimation and overplacement can work in opposition and are 

easily reversed by factors like task difficulty (Erev, Wallsten, & Budescu, 1994; Moore & Cain, 

2007; Moore & Healy, 2008), it is notoriously difficult to document situations where people 

underestimate their judgmental accuracy (Moore et al., 2015b). By focusing on overprecision in 
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judgment, the current research not only offers one explanation for the prevalence of 

overconfident advice, but it also provides some insight into the broader social dynamics that 

facilitate the communication and spread of a particularly pervasive form of overconfidence. 

Because this form of overconfidence is so robust, however, expecting to completely account for 

it is a tall order. Overprecision is likely to be explained by a number of different mechanisms that 

operate in concert (Moore et al., 2015b). The current research focuses on whether self-promotion 

incentives are one mechanism that can exacerbate overconfidence above its customary levels. 

Limited Evidence that Self-Promotion Incentives Impact Advice Confidence  

 If self-promotion incentives do, in fact, exacerbate advisors’ overconfidence, then it must 

be the case that their confidence varies as a function of the impression they wish to project onto 

an audience. However, the empirical evidence that advisors actually consider their audience 

when projecting confidence is scant. One reason for this lack of evidence is that the literature has 

largely neglected the role of social context in shaping advisors’ communication of confidence. 

On the one hand, scholars interested in the cognitive basis of overconfidence have tended to 

focus on individuals’ private beliefs. Researchers in this domain have examined how factors like 

warnings (e.g., Alpert & Raiffa, 1982; Block & Harper, 1991) and elicitation method (e.g., 

Haran, Moore, & Morewedge, 2010; Soll & Klayman, 2004) impact confidence judgments 

elicited in private. On the other hand, scholars examining confidence in advice have largely 

focused on how publicly communicated confidence biases advice recipients (Bonaccio & Dalal, 

2006). Although researchers following this tradition closely simulate the social dynamics of 

advice contexts, they have almost exclusively focused on how the judgment of advice recipients 

is influenced by naturalistic variation in advisors’ confidence (e.g., Sniezek & Buckley, 1995; 
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Sniezek & Van Swol, 2001) and experimentally manipulated advisor confidence (e.g., Price & 

Stone, 2004; Sah et al., 2013b; Yaniv & Foster, 1995).  

 Further, the few known studies that have actually attempted to examine how 

overconfidence varies in private versus in front of an audience have largely failed to yield 

results. These null results date back to Yaniv and Foster (1997), who posited that people convey 

confidence in order to provide estimates that audiences find informative. Although the authors 

did not directly manipulate the presence of an audience, participants’ overconfidence was similar 

in one study asking them to imagine that they were conversing with a friend (Study 1) as it was 

in two other studies that did not invoke a social context. More recently, reports of other failed 

efforts to find discrepancies between confidence communicated in public versus private have 

been noted (Haran, Radzevick, & Moore, 2010, cited in Moore et al., 2015b). This raises the 

possibility that there are other unpublished failures to find that advisors’ overconfidence is 

impacted by audience considerations. As summarized by Moore and colleagues (2015b): 

“Researchers have documented similarly excessive precision [confidence], regardless of whether 

people are offering a private communication to the experimenter or a public commitment to the 

world” (p. 191).  

Despite this paucity of evidence that self-promotion incentives have any impact on 

advisors’ overconfidence, Radzevick and Moore (2011) do find qualitative evidence that offers a 

glimmer of possibility. Specifically, they find in one study involving an incentive to be selected 

as an advisor that advisors who self-reported concerns about recruiting clients are also the most 

likely to indicate a preference for projecting confidence. However, because the authors never 

manipulated the presence or absence of a selection incentive, these results are inconclusive. 

Without a direct comparison to a control condition, it is unclear whether advisors behaviorally 
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inflated their confidence in response to the incentive or whether they would have expressed 

similar confidence levels in its absence. Nonetheless, these findings raise the possibility that the 

mere presence of a self-promotion incentive may impact advisors’ overconfidence. 

How Self-Promotion Incentives Might Increase Advisor Overconfidence 

I propose two accounts that could explain how self-promotion incentives might increase 

advisor overconfidence. These two accounts can be differentiated on the basis of whether these 

incentives impact advisors’ overconfidence through either (1) an unintended bias reflected in 

their private beliefs or (2) a pattern of inauthentic self-promotion where advisors deliberately 

exaggerate their confidence to others. Notably, these accounts are not mutually exclusive, and 

both predict that self-promotion incentives should exacerbate overconfidence in advisors’ public 

communications. For example, a self-promotion incentive may simultaneously elicit a bias in 

advisors’ private beliefs while also causing them to deliberately exaggerate their publicly 

communicated confidence above and beyond their unintentionally biased beliefs. 

Status-Enhancement Account 

 The status-enhancement account suggests that self-promotion incentives should increase 

advisors’ overconfidence because the mere presence of these incentives biases their private 

beliefs. This account was coined by Anderson and colleagues (2012), who argue that one reason 

for the pervasiveness of overconfidence is that people delude themselves to the point of 

overconfidence because it allows them to attain social benefits. To provide support for this 

account, the authors show in two studies that overconfidence is exacerbated by motives to attain 

status (Studies 5 and 6). Critically, because these two studies examined overconfidence in 

judgments elicited in private, this suggests that status-attainment motives genuinely deluded 

participants into becoming more overconfident. 
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 Because signaling confidence allows advisors to convey expertise and attain status in the 

form of being hired by advice consumers (Price & Stone, 2004; Radzevick & Moore, 2011), self-

promotion incentives are likely to present a status-attainment motive. According to the status-

enhancement account, this means that these incentives should cause advisors to delude 

themselves to the point that their private beliefs reflect inflated overconfidence. These 

unintentionally overconfident private beliefs should, in turn, be reflected in their public 

communications. Therefore, the status-enhancement account predicts that self-promotion 

incentives should exacerbate overconfidence in both advisors’ private judgment and their public 

communications. 

Status-enhancement hypothesis: Self-promotion incentives increase the degree of 

overconfidence reflected in advisors’ private beliefs and public communications. 

Inauthentic Self-Promotion Account 

 Another account that could explain how self-promotion incentives exacerbate advisor 

overconfidence is one where they cause advisors to deliberately inflate their publicly 

communicated confidence above and beyond any biases in their private beliefs. I refer to this as 

the inauthentic self-promotion account. This account posits that advisors deliberately exaggerate 

their communicated confidence to profit from self-promotion incentives. Because advisors make 

conscious choices about how to communicate information out of a desire to project expertise 

(Jonas & Frey, 2003; Jonas, Schultz-Hardt, & Frey, 2005), they may consciously convey 

inauthentic confidence in order to accomplish this goal. 

Inauthentic self-promotion hypothesis: Self-promotion incentives cause advisors’ 

public communications to reflect more overconfidence than their private beliefs. 

Overview of Studies 
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 This paper begins by presenting three studies directly testing the hypothesis that self-

promotion incentives increase advisors’ overconfidence. To simulate the expertise asymmetries 

inherent in most advice contexts, these studies consider dyadic interactions where focal 

participants advantaged by relative expertise (advisors) are tasked with communicating 

judgments to a target (advisee) that lacks their privileged information (e.g., Radzevick & Moore, 

2011; Sah et al., 2013b). They span different contexts, ranging from interactions with an 

identifiable advice recipient (Study 2) to one involving anonymity (Studies 1 and 3). Further, 

they examine confidence displays in the form of both the narrowness of confidence-interval 

widths (Study 1) and advisors’ likelihood judgments about their accuracy (Studies 2 and 3).  

Critically, Studies 1-3 also differentiate between advisors’ publicly communicated 

confidence and their private beliefs. This allows for a direct test of whether self-promotion 

incentives influence advisors’ overconfidence by eliciting unintentional overconfidence (status-

enhancement account), inauthentic confidence displays (inauthentic self-promotion account), or 

a combination of the two. 

 Additionally, I extend on these findings by considering whether the effect of self-

promotion incentives is contingent on advisors’ attribution of uncertainty (Studies 4A and 4B) 

and whether this might predict patterns in the overconfidence of advice professionals (Study 5). 

Taken together, these studies provide insight into what motivates advisor overconfidence, and in 

which contexts advice consumers are at the greatest risk of receiving overconfident advice. 

Studies 1-3: Testing the Status-Enhancement and Inauthentic Self-Promotion Accounts 

 Studies 1-3 test the hypothesis that self-promotion incentives exacerbate overconfidence 

in different contexts, using different measures of overconfidence. Additionally, they test the 

status-enhancement and inauthentic self-promotion accounts. Whereas the status-enhancement 
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account predicts that client-recruitment incentives exacerbate overconfidence for both public 

communications and private judgments, the self-promotion account predicts that client-

recruitment incentives cause advisors to exaggerate their overconfidence in relation to their 

private beliefs. Because Studies 1-3 use a conceptually similar methodology with the same 

experimentally manipulated factors, I present their method and results together.  

Overview of Studies 1-3 

Study 1 tests the effect of an incentive to elicit the perception that one possesses 

expertise. This study assesses confidence in the form of the narrowness of individuals’ 

confidence interval widths (Alpert & Raiffa, 1982). 

Studies 2 and 3 more directly simulate a typical advisor-client interaction by testing the 

effect of an incentive to have a others seek one’s advice.1 By informing advisors that advice 

recipients will receive performance feedback, they also attempt the reputational concerns 

inherent in repeated advisor-client interactions; Study 2 even takes this a step further by 

introducing an incentive to build a favorable reputation. Whereas Study 3 uses an anonymous 

online context, Study 2 involves a context where advisors and advice recipients can identify one 

another. Because anonymity can facilitate deception (Van Zant & Kray, 2014), Study 2 provides 

a more conservative test of whether advisors would deliberately mislead potential clients about 

their confidence (inauthentic self-promotion account).  

Studies 2 and 3 also use a proxy of confidence more commonly used in the literature: 

One’s self-estimated probability of making an accurate judgment (Moore et al., 2015b). Because 

advisors typically withhold detailed information such as recommendations, rationales, and 

																																																								
1 To verify that this incentive motivates people to engage in self-promotion, I conducted a post 
test (see Study S1 in the Supplemental Online Materials, or SOM). The results confirmed that 
this type of incentives motivates people to convey expertise.  
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confidence intervals until they have first been selected, or “hired” as an advisor, this measure of 

confidence is particularly well-suited for advice contexts (Radzevick & Moore, 2011).  

Method 

 Participants. Study 1 participants were 360 US-based Amazon Mechanical Turk 

(MTurk) workers (MAge = 32.53 years, SD = 10.60, 39% female). Study 2 participants were 44 

individuals who showed up to a laboratory in response to advertisements posted on the campus 

of a US university (MAge = 22.75 years, SD = 4.70, 57% female). Study 3 participants were 220 

US-based MTurk workers (MAge = 33.09 years, SD = 11.01, 39% female). Unless noted 

otherwise, participants in these and all subsequent studies were not allowed to proceed to the 

main experiment until they successfully passed a comprehension check verifying their 

understanding of study procedures.   

Study 1 procedure. Study 1 followed a 2 (self-promotion incentive: yes, no) X 2 

(judgment publicity: public, private) mixed design with incentive manipulated between subjects 

and judgment publicity manipulated within subjects. Participants completed a weight-guessing 

task adapted from prior research where they viewed five different full-body photos of different 

individuals and provided a 90% confidence interval for the weight of each pictured individual 

(Gino & Moore, 2007; Moore & Klein, 2008).2 To do this, they gave both a “lower bound” and 

“upper bond” (in their choice of pounds or kilograms) such that there was only a 5% probability 

that the pictured individual could weigh less (lower bound) or more (upper bound) than that 

number (see Moore, Carter, & Yang, 2015).  

																																																								
2 To verify that the effects did not vary by the photo replicates participants evaluated, I 
conducted a 2 (self-promotion incentive) X 2 (judgment publicity) X 5 (photo replicate) mixed 
ANOVA on participants’ confidence. This analysis did not reveal evidence of interaction effects 
involving the photo replicate viewed by participants. 
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At the start of the experiment, participants learned that there was a 10% chance of having 

a subset of their judgments displayed to a future evaluator (described as another MTurk worker) 

who would be judging their expertise at weight guessing. To maintain the appearance of an 

expertise asymmetry between potential evaluators and participants, evaluators were described as 

only having access to participants’ confidence interval estimates and a face-only version of each 

photo when evaluating their expertise (in contrast participants’ full-body photos). 

Publicity manipulation. Participants made two rounds of confidence interval judgments 

for each picture in a randomized order: One set of public judgments that could potentially be 

evaluated by another MTurk worker and one set of private judgments about the same photos that 

they were assured would not be shown to anybody else. Irrespective of the incentive condition to 

which they were assigned, participants’ private judgments had no bearing on their final payment. 

Participants learned about whether their judgments were public or private prior to each round. 

Incentive manipulation. Participants randomly assigned to the self-promotion incentive 

condition learned at the outset of the study their public judgments would influence their final 

payment. Specifically, they were informed that, if they were selected to have their public 

judgments evaluated, they would earn “expertise points” such that the more expertise others 

perceived them to possess at weight guessing, the higher their expected bonus payment 

(maximum: $10). To reinforce the manipulation, participants read: “your expected bonus 

payment is the highest when others think you have expertise at weight guessing on the basis of 

your lower bound and upper bound estimates.”  

In the no incentive condition, participants knew their public confidence interval estimates 

would potentially be evaluated by someone else to assess their expertise, but that this assessment 

would have no bearing on their final payment.  
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Study 2 Procedure. Study 2 followed a 2 (self-promotion incentive: yes, no) X 2 

(judgment publicity: public, private) within-subjects design. Participants made a series of 

predictions about whether it would be faster to complete a series of trips of specific distances by 

car or by train.3 To make these predictions, they were presented with actual data about (a) the 

distance of each trip, (b) the amount of time it takes to complete each trip by train (obtained by 

consulting train schedules), (c) the average amount of time it takes to complete the same trip by 

car, and (d) a 95% confidence interval for this average (obtained through publicly available 

traffic data). For each prediction, participants indicated their confidence in the prediction’s 

accuracy by selecting a number on a sliding scale ranging from a 50% to 100% probability of 

being accurate.4 

At the start of the experiment, participants were informed that they would be paired with 

an advisee who would have limited information to make each prediction (i.e., no information 

about the average time to complete the trip by car or the associated 95% confidence interval). 

Therefore, advisees would be provided with an opportunity to pay a small fee in order to access 

advisors’ predictions. However, to help their advisee decide whether to access each prediction, 

advisors’ confidence would be broadcasted to the advisee in a message.   

In order to remove anonymity from the interaction, participants met their advisee prior to 

the main experiment. Although participants were seated in a private room, an experimenter 

																																																								
3	The trips were described as occurring during a specific day and time three weeks in the future. 
This allowed for a normative comparison to an objective accuracy benchmark (determined by 
comparing live traffic data to train schedules). 
4 In this and all subsequent studies, participants first made a prediction among two choices before 
providing confidence estimates. As such, I used a half-range response format ranging from 50% 
to 100% in the likelihood of a predicted event’s occurrence (e.g., “there is a ___% chance that 
my prediction is accurate”). This measure more cleanly captures confidence than a full-range 
response format ranging from 0% to 100% (Price & Stone, 2004; see SOM for an explanation).  
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brought advisees into the room to introduce themselves. Unbeknownst to participants, advisees 

were research confederates who engaged in a brief scripted conversation to introduce themselves 

and briefly strategize ahead of the task.5 To simulate the dynamics of ongoing advisor-client 

relationships, participants were first provided with an opportunity to build a relationship with 

their advisee. Because advisees committed to accessing participants’ advice in a preliminary 

round of predictions (“I’ll definitely plan on accessing all of your recommendations in the first 

round. Then we’ll see how things go from there.”) and participants were led to believe that 

advisees would receive performance feedback, this provided them with an opportunity to 

develop a reputation before any experimental manipulations were introduced. To heighten the 

salience of reputational concerns, participants were also informed that advisees would be asked 

to allocate an endowment of $6 at the end of the study as they saw fit (participants always ended 

up receiving $3 of the endowment); this presented an incentive to establish a good reputation 

akin to an opportunity to earn a “bonus” or “tip” for providing helpful advice. 

Publicity manipulation. After completing a preliminary set of predictions, participants 

made predictions for two different sets of four trips (each prediction set was constructed to 

involve similar degrees of objective uncertainty). Within each prediction set, they made two 

rounds of judgments in a randomized order: One set of judgments where their confidence would 

be broadcasted to their advisee in a message (“There is a ___% chance that I can accurately tell 

you which mode of transportation will be quickest for this trip.”) and one set of private 

judgments that they were assured would not be shown to anybody else. Participants learned 

about whether their judgments were public or private prior to each round of judgments. 

																																																								
5	Due to difficulties with participant recruitment, I used confederates to maximize the number of 
focal participants who could participate in the study. No participants expressed suspicion about 
their advisee being a confederate. 
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Incentive manipulation. One of the prediction sets participants completed was selected at 

random to involve a self-promotion incentive while the other prediction set did not involve a 

self-promotion incentive. Prior to making any judgments for the prediction set involving a self-

promotion incentive, participants learned that they would earn $1 if their advisee elected to 

“hire” them by accessing a randomly-selected prediction (all participants ended up earning this 

$1 payment); they were separately informed about the publicity of their judgments before 

completing their public and private judgments for this prediction set. To reinforce the 

manipulation, participants read: “your chances of earning an extra $1 will increase each time 

your partner chooses to access one of your recommendations during this round.”  

Prior to the other prediction set (no self-promotion incentive condition), participants 

knew that their public confidence estimates would be broadcasted to their advisee, but that they 

would earn an extra $1 regardless of how often their advisee elected to access their predictions 

(“you will earn an extra $1 this round, regardless of how often your partner chooses to access 

your recommendations”).  

Study 3 procedure. Study 3 followed a 2 (self-promotion incentive: yes, no) X 2 

(judgment publicity: public, private) mixed design with incentive manipulated between subjects 

and judgment publicity manipulated within subjects. In the experiment, participants made a 

series of predictions about the future value of a series of stocks (selected at random from the 

S&P 500 and labeled stocks “A-E” to obscure their identity). To make these predictions, they 

were presented with information about the stock’s price at the beginning of each month over a 

twelve-month period; other than information about the price of each stock at the beginning of 

each month, participants did not receive any other information about the stocks. For each stock, 

they were provided with a reference price and prompted to make a prediction about whether the 
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stock’s value would be greater than or equal to the price next month (labeled Month 13). They 

indicated their confidence in each prediction’s accuracy using the same scale as Study 2. 

At the start of the experiment, participants were informed that they would be paired with 

an advisee (described as a future MTurk worker) who would only have access to the first three 

months of the twelve-month period of price data that participants possessed. This placed 

participants in a position of relative expertise because they had access to nine months of more 

recent price data for each stock. As in Study 2, advisors were aware that advisees had an 

opportunity to access participants’ predictions in exchange for a small fee after seeing their 

confidence. To provide advisors with an opportunity to build a reputation, I also informed them 

that advisees would receive feedback about each stock’s actual price. 

Publicity manipulation. Participants first provided their public confidence estimates, 

which they learned would be broadcasted to their advisee in a message (“There is a ___% chance 

that I can accurately tell you whether the stock’s value will be above or below $XX.XX at the 

start of Month 13”; XX.XX was filled with the stock’s reference value).  

Participants then made estimates about the same stocks in private that would not be 

accessed by their advisee. To incentivize honest reporting of their confidence, they were awarded 

“accuracy points” determined by a modified Brier score (Brier, 1950); this scoring system 

rewards high confidence in accurate guesses and more tempered confidence in inaccurate 

guesses. The more accuracy points participants earned, the greater their chances of winning a 

raffle for a $50 bonus payment. 

Incentive manipulation. Participants randomly assigned to the self-promotion incentive 

condition learned at the outset of the study that they would earn one raffle ticket for a $50 bonus 

payment each time their advisee elected to “hire” them by choosing to access their prediction for 
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a particular stock. In the no self-promotion incentive condition, participants were also entered 

into a raffle for a $50 bonus but told that the number of times they were hired had no bearing on 

their likelihood of winning the raffle.  

Measuring overconfidence. In Studies 1-3, and all subsequent studies, I assessed the 

magnitude of participants’ overconfidence by regressing each participant’s confidence on his or 

her accuracy and retaining the standardized residuals. This approach results in a measure that 

represents participants’ residual confidence on each judgment above and beyond what could 

have been predicted by their accuracy.6 Because overconfidence in Study 1 is indicated by 

narrower (i.e., smaller) confidence intervals, I reverse-scored the resulting standardized residuals 

so that higher values indicate more overconfidence. 

Results 

 Participants exhibited a robust pattern of overconfidence across studies. In Study 1, their 

90% confidence intervals only contained the correct weight 61% of the time, t(359) = 20.85, p < 

.001. The same pattern emerged in Studies 2 and 3. Study 2 participants’ mean confidence of 

83% exceeded their 44% accuracy, t(43) = 15.64, p < .001, and Study 3 participants’ mean 

confidence of 76% exceeded their 59% prediction accuracy, t(219) = 10.67, p < .001. This 

pattern of overconfidence held within each condition of each study (all ps < .001). 

To analyze participants’ overconfidence in Studies 1-3, I conducted a meta-analysis using 

a tool developed by McShane and Böckenholt (2017) for analyzing multiple studies within a 

																																																								
6 Researchers have recommended this approach for measuring overconfidence because accuracy-
based components like confidence interval hit rates and simple difference scores (i.e., subtracting 
accuracy from certainty) are primarily influenced by the component with higher variance 
(Edwards, 1994; Kennedy, Anderson, & Moore, 2013). Because overprecision is necessarily 
confounded with accuracy (Klayman, Soll, González-Vallejo, & Barlas, 1999; Olsson, 2014), 
accuracy can obscure any effects driven by certainty judgments if it is not partialed out. 
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single paper. A test of heterogeneity revealed that effects did not vary much across studies, Q(2) 

= 3.10, p = .21, I2 = 35%. This suggests that methodological differences across studies had little 

impact on the effect of the manipulations on overconfidence. Table 1 documents conditional 

means and standard deviations for each study while Figure 2 visually illustrates the meta-analytic 

estimates of conditional means. The results held within each study when isolating analyses to 

participants’ raw confidence that was unadjusted for accuracy (see SOM, Table S1).  

 Two main effects emerged across studies. First, participants conveyed more 

overconfidence in their public judgments than was reflected by their private beliefs, z = 1.96, p < 

.05, d = 0.15. Second, as predicted, the incentive impacted participants’ overconfidence, z = 3.89, 

p < .001, d = 0.30. The presence of self-promotion incentives increased participants’ 

overconfidence across judgments. 

 However, the impact of incentives on participants’ overconfidence was qualified by a 

Self-Promotion Incentive X Judgment Publicity interaction, z = 3.84, p < .001, η"#  = .02. To 

break down this interaction, I first tested for whether self-promotion incentives increased 

participants’ overconfidence in both their public and private judgments (status-enhancement 

account). I then tested for whether participants’ public and private overconfidence diverged in 

the presence of self-promotion incentives (inauthentic self-promotion account). 

 Testing the status-enhancement account. Consistent with the hypothesis that incentives 

to convey expertise and recruit clients exacerbate overconfidence in advice, self-promotion 

incentives increased participants’ overconfidence in their public judgments, z = 5.48, p < .001, d 

= 0.43. However, participants’ overconfidence in their private judgments was not impacted by 

the incentive, z = 1.07, p = .28. This is inconsistent with the status-enhancement account, as self-

promotion incentives increase participants’ overconfidence in their private judgments.  
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 Testing the inauthentic confidence account. Consistent with the inauthentic confidence 

account, self-promotion incentives caused participants’ public and private overconfidence to 

diverge, z = 3.92, p < .001, d = 0.44. Relative to their private beliefs, participants’ public 

judgments reflected more overconfidence in the presence of self-promotion incentives. However, 

in the absence self-promotion incentives, participants’ public judgments did not differ from their 

private beliefs, z = 1.49, p = .14. Taken together, these findings suggest that self-promotion 

incentives elicited inauthentic confidence displays. 

Discussion 

 Studies 1-3 support the hypothesis that self-promotion incentives increase advisors’ 

overconfidence. Rather than being driven by the incentive eliciting an unintended bias in their 

judgmental accuracy, however, the results revealed that self-promotion incentives elicited 

inauthentic confidence displays. Notably, these findings held in a context where advisors could 

build a reputation with an identifiable advisee (Study 2). 

 However, it should be noted that the judgment publicity manipulation of Study 3 differed 

from Studies 1 and 2 in some noteworthy ways. First, participants were incentivized by accuracy 

in Study 3, but were not in the other studies. Second, participants’ public and private judgments 

were not counterbalanced. They always provided their public judgments before making estimates 

in private. To rule out the possibility that these idiosyncrasies could have driven the effects in 

Study 3, I conducted a replication study of the self-promotion incentive condition where 

participants’ private estimates were (a) not tied to accuracy incentives and (b) always elicited 

prior to their public confidence. The results replicated the pattern of inauthentic overconfidence 

in the self-promotion incentive condition of Study 3 (see SOM, Study S2). 

Uncertainty Attributions and Inauthentic Overconfidence 
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 Studies 1-3 support the inauthentic self-promotion account. However, a critical 

assumption of this account is that advisors associate their expressed confidence with others’ 

perception of their expertise. If this is truly the case, then in situations where confidence is 

nondiagnostic of expertise, they should curb their tendency to display inauthentic confidence in 

when presented with self-promotion incentives. 

Clearly, the extent to which confidence is diagnostic of expertise can vary. For example, 

suppose that a financial advisor has expertise at reducing uncertainty about an investment’s 

future value by gathering all the relevant information about the investment and interpreting the 

projections of a model used to forecast the investment’s returns. Yet despite the advisor’s best 

efforts, he or she might not be confident about the investment’s future value. Unlike the 

advisor’s efforts at researching the investment and acquiring the know-how to understand how to 

realistically assess the probability of various outcomes for the investment, the random 

fluctuations inherent in the stock market are largely beyond the advisor’s control. I suggest that, 

in contrast to sources of uncertainty that the advisor perceives to be within his or her control 

(e.g., inadequate effort or skill), sources of uncertainty that are beyond the advisor’s control are 

unlikely to be perceived as diagnostic of expertise. Because no level of expertise can reasonably 

make advisors more confident when uncertainty is attributable to factors beyond their control, 

confidence displays should be unlikely to be perceived as a viable route to self-promotion in 

these situations. 

 As suggested by this example, uncertainty can often be attributed to internal factors 

within actors’ control (e.g., insufficient effort, skill, or expertise), or to external factors beyond 

their control (e.g., situational randomness). A number of scholars have referred to these forms of 

uncertainty as internal and external uncertainty, respectively (Howell, 1971; Howell & Burnett, 
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1978; Tversky & Kahneman, 1982; Volz, Schubotz, & von Cramon, 2004).7 Although prior 

research has found evidence suggesting that people can be more overconfident in situations 

involving internal uncertainty (Howell, 1971; Tannenbaum, Fox, & Ülkümen, 2016), it has not 

differentiated between their public communications and private beliefs. Thus, I consider whether 

attributions of the locus of uncertainty impacts the degree to which advisors’ publicly 

communicated overconfidence diverges from their private beliefs in the presence of self-

promotion incentives. 

Unlike external uncertainty, which causes people to focus externally on sources like 

randomness, internal uncertainty causes people to focus internally on expertise they do not 

possess (Fox & Ülkümen, 2011). As such, situations involving internal uncertainty are likely to 

trigger a credibility threat where advisors experience concerns that publicly revealing their 

uncertainty will be perceived as a signal of inadequate expertise and undermine their credibility. 

People respond to social threats through compensatory behaviors that improve their image 

(Apsler, 1975; Baumeister & Jones, 1978; Cialdini & Richardson, 1980; Frey, 1978; Leary & 

Kowalski, 1990; Schneider, 1969) and the mere anticipation of a threat is sufficient to 

preemptively engage in such compensatory behaviors (Greenberg, Pyszczynski, & Paisley, 1984; 

Leary, Barnes, & Griebel, 1986). Furthermore, as people in positions of power due to their 

privileged information and expertise (Birnbaum & Stenger, 1979; Bonaccio & Dalal, 2006; 

French & Raven, 1959), advisors may be likely to engage in assertive behaviors like inauthentic 

																																																								
7 Although this conceptualization of uncertainty overlaps considerably with the distinction 
between epistemic and aleatory uncertainty, it is theoretically distinct (Fox & Ülkümen, 2011; 
Fox & Ülkümen, 2017; Ülkümen, Fox, & Malle, 2016). Because the internal-external framework 
more directly addresses the degree to which uncertainty can be attributed to internal factors that 
are diagnostic of competence (Howell & Burnett, 1978), I consider this theoretical framework to 
be more relevant to self-promotion. See the SOM for a more detailed discussion. 
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confidence displays that counteract threats to their competence (see Fast & Chen, 2009; 

Georgesen & Harris, 2006); indeed, there is evidence that power exacerbates overconfidence 

(Fast, Sivanathan, Mayer, & Galinsky, 2012). Taken together, this suggests that advisors should 

be particularly likely to express inauthentic confidence as a compensatory self-promotion tactic 

when they are faced with credibility threats triggered by internal uncertainty.  

In contrast, situations involving external uncertainty are less likely to activate credibility 

threats. Much like how otherwise anxiety-inducing tasks become less threatening when they are 

not perceived as diagnostic of ability (e.g., Croizet & Claire, 1998; Davies, Spencer, Quinn, & 

Gerhardstein, 2002; Kang, Galinsky, Kray, & Shirako, 2015; Kray, Thompson, & Galinsky, 

2001; Steele & Aronson, 1995), uncertainty that advisors attribute to external causes should not 

be perceived as diagnostic of incompetence. This suggests that inauthentic confidence should be 

perceived as having little instrumental value towards achieving self-promotion goals in situations 

involving external uncertainty. As a consequence, external uncertainty should cause advisors to 

temper their public overconfidence (see Figure 2 for a conceptual model).  

Uncertainty source attenuation hypothesis: In the presence of a self-promotion 

incentive, advisors will display inauthentic overconfidence when they are under internal 

uncertainty. But under external uncertainty, they will temper their public overconfidence 

to be more aligned with their private beliefs. 

Studies 4A and 4B 

 Although Studies 1-3 provide evidence that self-promotion incentives elicit inauthentic 

overconfidence, they do so in contexts that participants are likely to attribute to internal causes. 

Whereas Study 1 considered individuals’ estimates about something factual (others’ weight), 

Studies 2 and 3 elicited confidence estimates that refer to the accuracy of individuals’ judgment 
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(“there is a ___% chance that I can accurately tell you…”). These contextual features are likely 

to have elicited internal uncertainty in two ways. First, people typically attribute uncertainty 

about factual past events (i.e., others’ measured weight) to internal causes (Kahneman & 

Tversky, 1982; Moore et al., 2015a; Tannenbaum et al., 2016). Second, they are more likely to 

associate self-referent probability statements with internal uncertainty than more objective 

likelihood statements such as “there is a ___% chance that this outcome will occur” (Kahneman 

& Tversky, 1982; Løhre & Teigen, 2016; Ülkümen et al., 2016). 

 Using this latter insight, Study 4A considers whether linguistically framing uncertainty 

about a future event in a manner consistent with external uncertainty curbs advisors’ tendency to 

display inauthentic overconfidence in the face of self-promotion incentives. Study 4B builds on 

this study by focusing on advisors’ public overconfidence and whether credibility threats 

alleviated by external linguistic frames can account for this pattern.    

Study 4A 

Study 4A tests for whether a linguistic frame consistent with external uncertainty curbs 

advisors’ tendency to publicly communicate more overconfidence (in relation to their private 

beliefs) in the presence of a self-promotion incentive. Because Studies 1-3 already provide 

evidence of a robust pattern where self-promotion incentives elicit inauthentic overconfidence, 

Study 4A uses the same paradigm as Study 3 and focuses on testing whether linguistic frames 

moderate inauthentic confidence displays in the presence of a self-promotion incentive. 

Method 

Participants. In total, 362 US-based MTurk workers completed the experiment (MAge = 

34.02, SD = 11.16, 40% female).  
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Procedure. The study follows a 2 (linguistic frame: internal, external) X 2 (judgment 

publicity: public, private) mixed design with linguistic frame manipulated between subjects and 

judgment publicity manipulated within subjects. Participants followed the same procedure as 

advisors in the self-promotion incentive condition of Study 3 where they made binary predictions 

about whether each stock’s value would fall above or below a reference price prior to indicating 

their confidence. However, their confidence was elicited in a manner that was either 

linguistically framed to be consistent with internal uncertainty (“There is a ___% chance that I 

can accurately tell you whether the stock’s value will be above or below $XX.XX at the start of 

Month 13”) or external uncertainty (“There is a ___% chance that the stock’s value will be 

[ABOVE / BELOW] $XX.XX at the start of Month 13”)8. 

Results and Discussion 

Participants exhibited a robust pattern of overconfidence, as their mean confidence of 

76% exceeded their accuracy of 54%, t(361) = 19.11, p < .001; this pattern held across 

conditions (all ps < .001).  

A 2 X 2 mixed ANOVA revealed two main effects on overconfidence (see Figure 3 for 

conditional means). First, participants’ public judgments conveyed more overconfidence than 

was reflected by their private beliefs, F(1, 360) = 20.59, p < .001, d = 0.48. Second, they were 

more overconfident in the internal frame condition than in the external frame condition, F(1, 

360) = 10.33, p = .001, d = 0.34.   

As predicted, a Linguistic Frame X Judgment Publicity interaction emerged, F(1, 360) = 

7.57, p = .006, η"#  = .02. Replicating the pattern in the self-promotion incentive condition of 

																																																								
8 The portion containing [ABOVE / BELOW] appeared as a blank line so that participants knew 
their message would not reveal their actual prediction unless their advisee elected to pay an 
advice fee.  
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Study 3, participants’ public and private overconfidence diverged in the internal frame condition, 

t(180) = 4.53, p < .001, d = 0.68. When adopting a linguistic frame consistent with internal 

uncertainty, participants’ public communications reflected more overconfidence than their 

private beliefs. In contrast, participants’ public and private overconfidence were relatively 

aligned in the external frame condition, t(180) = 1.51, p = .13. This suggests that, despite being 

presented with a self-promotion incentive, exposure to a linguistic frame consistent with external 

uncertainty curbed participants’ inauthentic overconfidence. 

Further analyses revealed that this effect was driven by the external frame dampening 

participants’ public overconfidence. For participants’ public judgments, the linguistic frame 

impacted their overconfidence, t(360) = 4.32, p < .001, d = 0.44. Relative to the internal frame, 

participants’ public overconfidence was lower in the external frame condition. In contrast, the 

linguistic frame did not impact participants’ private overconfidence, t(360) = 1.43, p = .15. 

Study 4B 

 Study 4A suggests that, in the presence of a self-promotion incentive, advisors have a 

greater tendency to display inauthentic overconfidence under internal uncertainty than they do 

under external uncertainty. This effect was primarily reflected in their public judgments, as the 

external linguistic frame reduced their overconfidence in their public communications, but not 

their private beliefs. This is consistent with the possibility that internal uncertainty activates 

credibility threats that are alleviated under external uncertainty. Study 4B therefore focuses on 

participants’ public judgments and tests for whether their reduced overconfidence in the external 

frame condition is mediated by its tendency to lessen the perceived credibility threats associated 

with internal uncertainty. 

Method 
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Participants. In total, 217 US-based MTurk workers completed the experiment (MAge = 

36.58, SD = 11.88, 43% female).  

Procedure. Participants replicated the advisor procedure of Study 4A for the first half of 

the experiment.9 However, unlike Study 4A, I did not assess participants’ estimates in private. 

Instead, I asked them to indicate the extent to which they experienced a credibility threat after 

they finished providing their public confidence estimates using a three-item index assessing the 

extent to which failing to convey confidence would cause their advisee to think they are 

incompetent, wonder whether their estimates are credible, and not seek their advice (α = .87; 1 = 

strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree). 

Results and Discussion 

Overconfidence. As in Study 4A, participants exhibited a robust pattern of 

overconfidence. Their mean confidence of 78% exceeded their prediction accuracy of 58%, 

t(216) = 11.42, p < .001; this pattern held in both linguistic frame conditions (both ps < .001).  

Replicating the pattern in participants’ public judgments in Study 4A, the external frame 

reduced participants’ overconfidence, t(215) = 2.70, p = .007, d = 0.37. Relative to the internal 

frame condition (M = 0.18, SD = 1.00), participants were less overconfident in the external frame 

condition (M = -0.18, SD = 0.97).  

Credibility threat. As expected, the linguistic frame also impacted participants’ 

perceived credibility threat, t(215) = 3.11, p = .002, d = .43. Compared to the internal frame 

condition (M = 4.80, SD = 1.57), the external linguistic frame reduced participants’ perceived 

credibility threat (M = 4.15, SD = 1.51).  

																																																								
9 Because I did not recruit a new sample of advisees for this study, participants’ payoffs were 
simulated by pairing them with an advisee from Study 4A who received similar confidence 
judgments from a participant in the same linguistic frame condition. 
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Mediation. A pattern emerged consistent with the hypothesis that participants’ reduced 

overconfidence in the external frame condition was mediated by the reduction of credibility 

threats associated with internal uncertainty. Participants’ perceived credibility threat positively 

predicted their overconfidence independently of the linguistic frame, b = 0.27, t(214) = 4.12, p < 

.001, while controlling for credibility threat reduced the effect of the linguistic frame on their 

overconfidence (from b = 0.18, p = .007, to b = 0.12, p = .061). A bootstrap with 1,000 

replications revealed an indirect effect of the linguistic frame on overconfidence through 

credibility threat, indirect effect = 0.11, 95% CI [0.03, 0.23].  

Validating the role of internal vs. external uncertainty. Although people typically 

associate self-referent probability statements like the one used in the internal frame condition of 

Studies 4A and 4B with internal uncertainty, they also tend to associate similar confidence-

framed statements (e.g., “I am 50% confident that I can accurately tell you…”) with epistemic 

uncertainty that is knowable in principle (Ülkümen et al., 2016). To verify that the framing 

manipulation drove the effects in Studies 4A and 4B through attributions of internal uncertainty 

independently of attributions of epistemic uncertainty, I conducted a series of tests (see SOM, 

Studies S3-S5). First, they establish a causal chain where (1) people associate the internal frame 

with internal sources of uncertainty (Study S3) and (2) internal sources of uncertainty elicit 

credibility threats (Study S4). Second, they demonstrate that attributions of the internal frame to 

internal uncertainty predict credibility threats independently of attributions of the internal frame 

to epistemic uncertainty (Study S3). Third, they provide evidence that the internal frame 

primarily elicits credibility threats under uncertainty, but not under certainty (Study S5); this 

latter finding rules out the possibility that some arbitrary feature of the linguistic frame, rather 

than internal uncertainty per se, is responsible for triggering credibility threats.  
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Study 5: Patterns of Inauthentic Confidence Among Advice Professionals 

 Collectively, the prior studies provide evidence that self-promotion incentives cause 

advisors to display inauthentic overconfidence—a pattern that is particularly prevalent under 

internal uncertainty and mitigated by external uncertainty. Study 5 examines whether this pattern 

is reflected in the self-reports of advice professionals. 

Method 

 Participants. I recruited a sample of advice professionals using a snowball sampling 

strategy (see SOM for details about their recruitment). In total, 70 participants ended up 

completing the study. However, three were judged by independent coders as having provided 

incomplete or nonsensical responses for the majority of the study. An additional participant was 

eliminated after self-identifying as a receptionist and providing responses consistent with this 

occupation. This resulted in a final sample of 66 participants (MAge = 39.07, SD = 10.89, 58% 

female); the pattern of results held when including omitted participants in the dataset.  

Participants’ expertise was primarily in functions relevant to accounting or finance 

(97%), but other types of advice professionals were represented in the dataset as well (IT and 

Operations). They were relatively wealthy (median income: $80,000-$89,999), highly educated 

(89% with at least a Bachelor’s degree), and employed on a full-time basis (96%). There was 

also not much ethnic diversity observed in the sample (77%). See Table S2 of the SOM for full 

demographic details about participants. 

Procedure. The study followed a 2 (self-promotion incentive: yes, no) X 2 (uncertainty 

source: internal, external) within-subjects design. Participants were prompted to write about four 

different types of situations they may have encountered in the workplace where they were 
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uncertain about something that they needed to communicate with others. Each type of situation 

was presented in a randomized order. 

I presented participants with the uncertainty source manipulation first. I asked them to 

consider a situation involving internal vs. external uncertainty by adapting language from an 

existing scale (Fox, Tannenbaum, & Ülkümen, 2016).10 

Participants then saw the self-promotion incentive manipulation. In order to increase the 

generalizability of the manipulation to participants’ prior experiences, I asked them to consider a 

broad range of potential self-promotion incentives (e.g., retaining a client’s business, earning a 

commission, or earning a performance bonus). 

All participants read the prompt below. The uncertainty source manipulation was 

presented first [internal / external] and the self-promotion incentive manipulation was presented 

second [yes / no]. 

Think of a time when you were uncertain about something that [you could better 

understand or predict with additional knowledge or skills / was completely determined by 

chance factors] and felt that your ability to convince others about your expertise was 

[critical to / not going to impact your chances of] retaining a client’s business, keeping 

your job, earning a commission, earning a performance bonus, or earning a promotion. 

Participants described each situation and then proceeded to indicate whether, when interacting 

with others in the situation described, they (a) conveyed more confidence than was justifiable 

																																																								
10 Although this scale actually measures epistemic versus aleatory uncertainty, I expected that 
because of the high real-world correlation between epistemic-aleatory uncertainty and internal-
external uncertainty (Ülkümen et al., 2016), the items I chose to adapt would impact participants’ 
likelihood of describing situations involving internal versus external uncertainty. While a more 
direct manipulation of internal versus external uncertainty would have been cleaner, I had yet to 
conduct studies S3 and S4 and establish internal-external uncertainty as the more relevant 
dimension at the time of launching this study. 
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(inauthentic overconfidence), (b) an appropriate level of confidence (appropriate confidence), or 

(c) less confidence than was justifiable (inauthentic underconfidence). 

To incentivize participants to answer honestly, I applied the Bayesian Truth Serum 

algorithm (Prelec, 2004), which rewards participants for answering honestly by comparing their 

responses to the mean of participants’ estimates of the how prevalent each response is in the 

entire sample; participants are rewarded for “surprisingly common” responses and penalized for 

“surprisingly uncommon” responses. Rather than explaining it in detail to participants, they 

simply read that “the important property of the formula is that it rewards truthful answers” and 

were provided with a link to the paper describing the algorithm. Consistent with prior research 

estimating the prevalence of ethically questionable behaviors (John, Loewenstein, & Prelec, 

2012), I made a donation to participants’ charity of choice and informed them that the size of the 

donation made on their behalf would increase with their truthfulness. Research has demonstrated 

that these procedures compare favorably to other honesty-inducing techniques at increasing the 

prevalence of truth-telling in situations involving admissions of socially undesirable behaviors 

(John et al., 2012; Weaver & Prelec, 2013). 

Results 

 As a data quality check, I asked four independent, condition-blind coders to read 

participants’ written descriptions (see Table S3 for examples of some descriptions in each 

condition). They identified three descriptions where participants indicated an inability to identify 

an appropriate situation (three separate participants) and one description with a nonsensical 

response (“good”). Because the participants providing these responses had otherwise quality 

descriptions, I conducted analyses that omitted only their incomplete descriptions (rather than 
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omitting all of their responses); the effects reported below hold when including these four 

omitted descriptions in the analyses.  

 Manipulation check. To verify that the manipulation actually impacted participants’ 

attributions of internal versus external uncertainty as anticipated, I conducted a manipulation 

check. In the same vein as Ülkümen et al. (2016), I asked the same coders who read participants’ 

written descriptions to indicate whether they described a situation where their locus of 

uncertainty was attributable to internal (vs. external) factors and averaged their codes (a = .73).  

As expected, a linear regression model (standard errors clustered by participant to 

account for repeated measures) revealed that the uncertainty source manipulation produced the 

intended effect, B = 0.35 (SE = 0.04), t(65) = 8.71, p < .001, d = 2.17. Whereas participants 

predominately described situations involving uncertainty attributable to internal factors in the 

internal uncertainty condition (M = 0.70, SD = 0.31), they predominately described situations 

beyond their control in the external uncertainty condition (M = 0.35, SD = 0.33).  

The model also revealed a main effect of self-promotion incentives such that participants 

were more prone to describing situations involving internal uncertainty when they described a 

situation involving a self-promotion incentive (MIncentive = 0.57, SD = 0.37 vs. MControl = 0.48, SD 

= 0.34), B = 0.09 (SE = 0.03), t(65) =  2.63, p = .011, d = 0.65. Importantly, I did not find 

evidence of a Self-Promotion Incentive X Uncertainty Source interaction, t(66) = 0.96, p = .34. 

This suggests that efficacy of the manipulation did not vary by whether participants were 

describing a situation involving a self-promotion incentive. 

Confidence. To analyze participants’ self-reported confidence, I used an ordered logistic 

regression model (standard errors clustered by participant) to account for the fact that they could 

select from three levels of confidence (inauthentic overconfidence, appropriate confidence, or 
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inauthentic underconfidence). The results of these regressions are reported in Table 2. However, 

in order to better interpret the results, I also conducted follow-up analyses using logistic 

regression models that analyzed the prevalence of overconfidence and underconfidence.  

Participants conveyed more confidence in situations where they had a self-promotion 

incentive than they did without a self-promotion incentive (z = 4.09, p < .001, OR = 2.37). 

However, there was no evidence of a main effect of uncertainty source (z = 0.34, p = .73). 

More importantly, a Self-Promotion Incentive X Uncertainty Source interaction emerged, 

z = 2.57, p < .011, OR = 3.00. To better understand the nature of the interaction, I conducted 

logistic regressions (standard errors clustered by participant) on separate binary variables 

representing whether participants conveyed inauthentic overconfidence (more confidence than 

was justifiable) or underconfidence (less confidence than was justifiable). As expected, and 

documented in Table 2, these regressions revealed a Self-Promotion Incentive X Uncertainty 

Source interaction on participants’ overconfidence, z = 2.45, p = .014, OR = 3.95. However, 

there was not evidence of an interaction on participants’ underconfidence, z = 1.15, p = .25. 

Taken together, this suggests that the interaction effect on participants’ confidence displays was 

primarily driven by displays of inauthentic overconfidence rather than underconfidence. 

To better understand participants’ inauthentic overconfidence, I conducted follow-up 

contrasts (see Table 3 for the prevalence of inauthentic overconfidence by condition). First, 

consistent with the prior studies, the self-promotion incentive impacted participants’ inauthentic 

overconfidence under internal uncertainty, B = 1.59 (SE = 0.40), z = 4.00, p < .001, OR = 4.96. 

In the internal uncertainty condition, participants were more likely to admit to conveying 

inauthentic overconfidence in the presence self-promotion incentives. However, in the external 

uncertainty condition, self-promotion incentives did not impact their inauthentic overconfidence, 
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B = 0.22 (SE = 0.38), z = 0.61, p = .54. These findings suggest that self-promotion incentives 

primarily increased inauthentic overconfidence in situations involving internal uncertainty. 

Further, consistent with Studies 4A and 4B, internal uncertainty impacted participants’ 

inauthentic overconfidence in the presence of self-promotion incentives, B = 0.54 (SE = 0.32), z 

= 1.69, p = .091, OR = 1.72. In the self-promotion incentive condition, participants were more 

likely to admit to conveying inauthentic overconfidence in situations involving internal 

uncertainty than in situations involving external uncertainty. Although not expected, participants 

in the no self-promotion incentive condition conveyed marginally less overconfidence in 

situations involving internal uncertainty than they did in situations involving external 

uncertainty, B = -0.83 (SE = 0.45), z = 1.86, p = .063, OR = 0.44. Thus, internal uncertainty 

increased the prevalence of inauthentic overconfidence in the presence of self-promotion 

incentives but reduced its prevalence in their absence. 

Discussion 

 Study 5 corroborates the previous studies in the self-reports of advice professionals. 

Consistent with the prior studies, self-promotion incentives were the most likely to elicit 

inauthentic overconfidence in situations involving internal uncertainty. Notably, the behavior 

appears to be fairly prevalent in advice contexts, as 44% of sampled advice professionals 

admitted to conveying more confidence than they knew was justifiable in these situations. 

General Discussion 

The current research tests the hypothesis that self-promotion incentives pervasive in 

advice markets promote overconfidence. Although scholars have raised concerns that advice 

markets incentivize advisors to exploit overconfidence to their benefit (Radzevick & Moore, 

2011; Tetlock, 2005), evidence that these incentives actually elicit overconfidence had 
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previously been lacking. The current research represents a first attempt to directly test whether 

the types of self-promotion incentives prevalent in advice markets actually impact advisors’ 

communicated confidence.  

Across a series of studies, I find support for the hypothesis that self-promotion incentives 

exacerbate overconfidence in advice. Rather than being driven by a pattern where self-promotion 

incentives unintentionally bias advisors, this pattern appeared to be driven by deliberate displays 

of inauthentic overconfidence. Despite increasing overconfidence in advisors’ public 

communications, self-promotion incentives did not impact their private beliefs. Further, I found 

evidence that this pattern can be attributed to credibility threats activated by internal uncertainty. 

When advisors described a situation involving external uncertainty (Study 5) or were exposed to 

a linguistic frame they associate with external uncertainty (Studies 4A and 4B), they curbed their 

inauthentic overconfidence. 

Theoretical Implications 

 The current research makes several important theoretical contributions to the literatures 

on overconfidence and advice giving. First, it provides the most clear-cut evidence to date that 

self-promotion incentives prevalent in advice markets can explain the pervasiveness of 

overconfident advice.  

A second contribution of this research is in documenting how self-promotion incentives 

exacerbate advisor overconfidence. Although one existing theoretical framework suggests that 

the mere presence of self-promotion incentives should delude advisors into overconfident private 

beliefs (Anderson et al., 2012), the current research suggests that inauthentic self-promotion 

seems to be the primary driver of advisor overconfidence. In demonstrating that advisors’ 

confidence in their public communications diverges from their private confidence, the current 
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research builds on prior research documenting that advisors’ recommendations and justifications 

sometimes diverge from their private beliefs (Kray, 2000; Kray & Gonzalez, 1999; Jonas & 

Frey, 2003; Jonas, Schulz-Hardt, & Frey, 2005; Sah & Loewenstein, 2015). 

Scholars have suggested that people deliberately exploit the impression management 

benefits of overconfidence (e.g., Meikle et al., 2016; Van Zant & Moore, 2013), but direct 

supporting evidence has proven to be surprisingly elusive (Moore et al., 2015b). Because 

previous failed attempts at detecting this effect are largely unpublished and anecdotal at present, 

it is difficult to ascertain precisely what methodological features might differentiate the current 

studies from prior attempts. However, the current research suggests that the effect is particularly 

likely to emerge in contexts where people are attribute their uncertainty to internal sources.  

Finally, and relatedly, the current research sheds light on the situations in which advice 

consumers are most likely to be biased by overconfident advisors. Because feedback about 

advisors’ accuracy is often noisy and costly to obtain, advice consumers often fail to discount 

overconfident advice (Sah et al., 2013b). Further, even when they might have reason to suspect 

that advisors are biased, people often feel pressured to comply with their advice (Sah, 

Loewenstein, & Cain, 2013). Although their awareness of an advisor’s self-promotion incentive 

is not necessarily a disclosure of bias in its own right, this suggests that a downstream 

consequence of self-promotion incentives is that it biases the judgment of advice recipients. 

Indeed, I identified this pattern in an analysis of advisees’ responses in Study 3 (see SOM, Study 

S6). Because they failed to adequately discount their advisors’ overconfident advice, advisees 

paired with an advisor who had a self-promotion incentive exhibited greater overconfidence 

themselves. This occurred despite their awareness of the incentive and unambiguous feedback 

that they could use to infer advisors’ accuracy. This is consistent with findings by Radzevick and 
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Moore (2011) that advice recipients continue to reward and be influenced by overconfident 

advisors even after receiving performance feedback for many repeated judgments. This suggests 

that the biasing effect of self-promotion incentives is detrimental to advice consumers, as their 

advisors’ inauthentic overconfidence compromises their judgment. 

Although providing advice consumers with performance feedback and information about 

the presence of self-promotion incentives may not be enough to curb the biasing effect of 

advisors’ inauthentic overconfidence, the current research does point to a simple strategy that can 

allow advice consumers to reduce their exposure to overconfident advice in the first place. 

Because external uncertainty tends to temper advisors’ overconfidence, simply asking questions 

in a manner consistent with external uncertainty (e.g., “how likely is this to happen?”), rather 

than internal uncertainty (e.g., “how confident are you in your prediction?”), is less threatening 

to advisors’ credibility and tends to elicit more honest confidence estimates. Advisees in the 

external frame condition of Study 4A benefitted from this prescription, as their exposure to 

advisors who were not expressing inauthentic overconfidence resulted in the better-calibrated 

judgments compared to those assigned to an advisor adopting an internal frame (see SOM, Study 

S7). Whereas an emerging literature focuses on how the linguistic framing of uncertainty 

expressions impacts audiences’ evaluation of communicators (e.g., Gaertig & Simmons, 2018; 

Løhre & Teigen, 2016; Ülkümen et al., 2016), this finding suggests that communicators’ motives 

interact with the linguistic representation of uncertainty to influence how much uncertainty is 

communicated to audiences in the first place.     

Limitations and Future Directions 

Reconciling with the status enhancement account. The findings of the current research 

raise several theoretical and methodological issues. First, it is worth exploring why self-
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promotion incentives did not impact advisors’ private beliefs. Because Anderson and colleagues 

(2012) demonstrate that merely priming the desire for status elicits overconfident private beliefs 

(Study 6), one would presume that the presence of self-promotion incentives should elicit a 

similar effect.  

One possibility for the lack of evidence consistent with the status-enhancement account 

might be that, because they are chronically in a position of relative expertise while interacting 

with clients, advisors already feel that they have attained a sufficient degree of status and are not 

particularly motivated to gain further status. The status-enhancement account would suggest that 

this should lead to relatively calibrated private confidence irrespective of the presence or absence 

of self-promotion incentives. Instead, advisors might opt to selectively display inauthentic 

overconfidence only when it presents them with an opportunity to supplement the status they 

have already attained with desirable economic rewards.  

 Another possibility could be that the method of eliciting confidence in the current studies 

is not particularly conducive to finding effects of self-promotion incentives on private 

overconfidence. Although they provide strong evidence that individual differences in the desire 

for status elicits overconfident beliefs, Anderson et al. (2012) only test for a causal effect of the 

desire for status in a single study that assesses participants’ confidence in their relative abilities 

on vaguely defined traits (e.g., “social skills, “managing conflict,” “handling stress”). Noting that 

people interpret vague scales of this sort in a self-serving manner, Logg, Haran, and Moore 

(2018) have raised doubts about whether overconfidence is truly a motivated bias that genuinely 

deludes individuals’ private beliefs and demonstrated that when people use well-defined scales 

with clearly-defined traits and judgmental standards, self-enhancement motives do not appear to 

increase overconfidence. Because the current studies elicited confidence estimates using more 
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clearly defined scales that refer to a normative judgmental standard (e.g., “there is a ___% 

chance that my prediction is accurate”), participants likely had little room to redefine their 

confidence in a self-serving manner. This suggests that self-promotion incentives might only 

impact advisors’ private beliefs when they are presented with vague response scales that give 

them an opportunity to define their confidence level in a self-serving manner. 

Boundary conditions and hidden moderators. A second question worthy of 

consideration lies in boundary conditions to the effects outlined in this paper. One of these 

boundary conditions might be whether advisors have the opportunity to justify their confidence 

to an audience. While many advice contexts containing self-promotion incentives do not provide 

advisors with the opportunity to provide detailed justifications for their confidence until they are 

“hired” by a client (Radzevick & Moore, 2011), it could be possible that advisors might not 

display inauthentic confidence when provided with an opportunity to rationalize their 

uncertainty. I considered this possibility in one study but continued to find evidence that self-

promotion incentives exacerbate advisors’ publicly communicated overconfidence even in a 

context where they had an opportunity to provide their audience with written explanations for 

their confidence (see Study S8 of SOM). However, given the role of uncertainty attributions in 

motivating inauthentic overconfidence, it could be possible that providing advisors with the 

opportunity to convey a salient excuse for their uncertainty curbs inauthentic overconfidence. If 

advisors know they can blame their uncertainty on external factors beyond their control, they 

might not resort to inauthentic overconfidence as a route to self-promotion. 
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Another boundary condition might be the expertise of one’s audience. Participants in our 

studies were always in a position of relative expertise.11 However, in some advice contexts, 

advisors might be called upon to consult with other advisors. While novice audiences may be 

perceived as too ignorant to understand the varying sources of uncertainty involved in a 

situation, experts may be perceived as fully aware of the uncertainty inherent in the situation. 

There may even be a possibility that in some cases, conveying uncertainty by raising a novel 

source of uncertainty that an expert audience may not have previously considered could be 

perceived as a more effective means of conveying expertise.  

Of course, individual differences might also moderate advisors’ tendency to display 

inauthentic overconfidence. Because women engage in self-promotion less frequently than men 

(Bolino, Long, & Turnley, 2016; Guadagno & Cialdini, 2007) and hold themselves to a higher 

ethical standard than men (Kennedy & Kray, 2014; Kray & Haselhuhn, 2012), this raises the 

possibility that they might be less likely to convey inauthentic overconfidence. However, as 

documented in the SOM, gender did not predict participants’ inauthentic overconfidence in the 

presence of self-promotion incentives. One reason for this could be that, relative to men, 

women’s willingness to engage in unethical behavior is more sensitive to the presence of 

financial incentives (Kennedy, Kray, & Ku, 2017). This suggests that men and women may not 

differ in their inauthentic confidence because women’s relative reluctance to resort to self-

promotion might be overridden by their increased willingness to deceive others about their 

confidence in the presence of a self-promotion incentive. 

																																																								
11 A posttest of Studies 3, 4A, and 4B confirmed that participants perceived this to be the case 
(see Study S9 of SOM). 
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Relatedly, it is worth considering the possibility that culture might moderate inauthentic 

overconfidence. Collectivism predicts the likelihood of misrepresenting oneself for the sake of 

projecting a socially desirable image (Lalwani, Shavitt, & Johnson, 2006), so this raises the 

intriguing possibility that advisors in collectivist cultures might be particularly predisposed to 

displaying inauthentic overconfidence. Although I did not find evidence of this pattern in the 

current studies (see SOM), it is worth noting that I did not directly collect data on participants’ 

cultural orientation and had to resort to using participants’ self-reported ethnicity in a subset of 

the studies as a proxy of their cultural orientation. Because participants in these studies were US-

based, there might not have been enough variation on individualism versus collectivism to 

reliably test for any moderating effects of culture. 

Finally, given the complex nature of some of the study procedures (e.g., Studies 1-4), 

participants’ educational background might have impacted their ability to comprehend the 

experimental contexts used in this research. Unfortunately, this is not a moderator I can viably 

assess in the current studies. Although the MTurk participants in these studies likely exhibit 

some variation in their educational background, I did not ask them about their educational 

background. Because the remaining studies involved university students and highly educated 

financial advisors, there was too limited variance among the educational background of 

participants in these studies to allow for any meaningful comparisons. 

Nonverbal overconfidence. The experimental studies in this paper all assessed 

overconfidence using measures like confidence intervals and probabilistic assessments. While a 

strength of these measures is that they allow for a comparison to an objective accuracy 

benchmark, it is unclear how the dynamics outlined in this paper might extend to alternative 

ways of displaying confidence. Interestingly, Anderson and colleagues (2012) find correlational 
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evidence in one study suggesting that overconfidence might more frequently manifest itself in 

the form of indirect cues like one’s vocal tone than more direct verbal statements of confidence 

(Study 4). In contrast to direct verbal statements of confidence, nonverbal confidence is difficult 

to tie to specific claims (Tenney, Meikle, Hunsaker, Moore, & Anderson, 2018). As a 

consequence, communicators can benefit from nonverbal confidence while minimizing their risk 

of being exposed as unambiguously overconfident. Taken together with evidence that 

communicators naturally convey more confidence when attempting to influence others through 

nonverbal channels (Van Zant & Berger, in press), this raises the possibility that nonverbal 

displays of overconfidence may be more rampant and go unchecked more frequently in advice 

markets than the more direct forms of verbal overconfidence examined in this research. 

Alternative drivers of overconfidence in advice markets. Finally, it is worth 

considering alternative motivators of overconfident advice. Market competition appears to be 

one factor that exacerbates advisor overconfidence, as competing with other advisors for a 

client’s business can increase overconfidence in advice (Radzevick & Moore, 2011). 

Additionally, there is evidence that competition exacerbates overconfidence in comparative 

judgments because it allows people to deter competitors (Charness, Rustichini, & van de Ven, 

2018). Therefore, competition with other advisors might increase overconfidence, particularly in 

the presence of self-promotion incentives.   

However, overconfidence might also arise from prosocial considerations. In situations 

where people have control over outcomes, they express optimism out of a misguided belief that it 

will provide a motivational benefit (Tenney, Logg, & Moore, 2015). Additionally, ongoing 

research suggests that when they believe their advice has a high probability of being accurate, 

advisors inflate their confidence as a means of reassuring advice recipients and reducing their 
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uncertainty (Haran, Mazar, Hurwitz, & Moran, 2018). These findings suggest that in some 

contexts, advisors might convey inauthentic overconfidence out of a desire to help others. 

Conclusion 

Incentives like fees for consultation, asset management, and the provision of services are 

deeply ingrained and pervasive in many markets for expert advice. Their pervasiveness may only 

grow over time, as many firms providing advisory services have expressed a growing belief that 

incentive-based compensation is essential for motivating advisors to attract clients and revenue 

(Skinner, 2013). The current findings suggest that, while this trend might be beneficial to firms’ 

bottom line, it might not be in the best interest of consumers hoping to receive accurate, well-

calibrated advice. Though often not conceptualized as a conflict of interest, compensation 

schemes encouraging advisors to self-promote their expertise in order to attract clients encourage 

them to display disingenuous overconfidence—a conflict of interest in its own right. This clearly 

raises profound questions about the evolution of markets for expert advice and whether current 

trends are in the best interests of advice consumers.  

Fortunately, the current research does hint at some strategies advice seekers can adopt to 

reduce their exposure to overconfident advice. But if one’s goal is to receive well-calibrated 

advice, the safest bet might be to actively seek advisors whose compensation is less dependent 

on their ability to self-promote and more directly tied to salary and customer satisfaction. 
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Table 1 
 
Studies 1-3: Overconfidence by study and condition 

	 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 
 
Incentive 

Public 
Judgments 

Private 
Judgments 

Public 
Judgments 

Private 
Judgments 

Public 
Judgments 

Private 
Judgments 

Self-Promotion Incentive 0.20a 

(0.72) 
0.04b 

(1.09) 
0.16a 

(0.97) 
0.02b 

(0.94) 
0.41a 

(1.00) 
-0.05b 

(1.07) 
No Self-Promotion Incentive -0.10b 

(1.08) 
-0.15b 

(1.05) 
-0.11b 

(1.07) 
-0.06b 

(1.03) 
-0.24b 

(0.86) 
-0.12b 

(0.95) 

Note. Numbers represent conditional means (standard deviation in parentheses). Cells with different superscripts within a given study 
differ at p < .05. 
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Table 2 
 
Study 5: Regressions Predicting Confidence, Overconfidence, and Underconfidence 
 Confidence Overconfidence Underconfidence 
Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Self-Promotion Incentive 
(0 = no, 1 = yes) 

0.86*** 

(0.21) 
0.32 
(0.30) 

0.88*** 
(0.26) 

0.23 
(0.38) 

-0.83** 
(0.31) 

-0.48 
(0.42) 

Internal Uncertainty 
(0 = no, 1 = yes) 

-0.08 
(0.23) 

-0.63 
(0.33) 

-0.01 
(0.25) 

-0.83 
(0.44) 

0.24 
(0.33) 

0.49 
(0.41) 

Tactical Motive X 
Self-Promotion Incentive 

 1.10* 
(0.43) 

 1.37* 
(0.56) 

 -0.67 
(0.58) 

Note. Numbers represent coefficient estimates (cluster-robust standard errors in parentheses). 
Models 1 and 2 are ordered logistic regression models; Models 3-6 are logistic regression 
models. All models nest responses within participants. 
* p < .05. ** p < .01. *** p < .001. 
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Table 3 
 
Study 5: Prevalence of Inauthentic Overconfidence by Condition 
 Internal Uncertainty External Uncertainty 
Self-Promotion Incentive 44%a

 31%ab 

No Self-Promotion Incentive 14%c 27%bc 

Note. Numbers represent the percentage of participants in each condition who admitted to 
conveying inauthentic overconfidence (“more confidence than was justifiable”). Cells with 
different superscripts differ at p < .05. 
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Figure 1. Studies 1-3: Overconfidence by incentive and judgment publicity. 
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Figure 2. A conceptual model of inauthentic self-promotion. 
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Figure 3. Study 4A: Overconfidence by linguistic frame and judgment publicity. 
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